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Review guidelines
1. The author presents the article in accordance with 

“Authors’ instruction” aimed the presentation of scientific 
articles for publication in the journal “Russian competition law 
and economy”. 

2. Every article being presented to the Journal is forwarded 
to the relevant member of the Editorial Board or independent 
expert based on the recommendation of the Editorial Board's 
member. 

3. No review required for: 
– papers of Active and Associated members of Russian 

Academy of Sciences if these persons are the only or the first 
in the authors’ list; 

– papers, presented on scientific, R&D, scientific-
methodological, and methodological Councils of research 
institutions and universities with relevant Councils’ 
recommendation for publishing. 

4. The specialists working in the same research institution 
or university where the study has been done are not 
recommended for reviewing. 

5. The reviewers are informed that the reviewed articles are 
the authors’ private properties and confidential. The reviewers 
do not allowed to copy the reviewed papers for their own needs. 

6. The reviewing process is confidential. The author has an 
ability to be acquainted with the review text if he is not agreed 
with the reviewer’s conclusions. 

7. The confidentiality disturbance is allowed only in the case 
of the reviewr’s statement on non-reality or falsification of 
materials presented in the paper. 

8. The reviewer (Editorial Board member or independent 
expert) should present the conclusion regarding publication 
ability during 45 days. 

9. The Edition is emailed to the author the review results. 
10. When the paper’s review includes the revision 

requirements, the paper is forwarded back to the author for 
revision. In this case the date of paper’s presentation to the 
Edition is the date of approval. 

11. In case of un-agreement with the reviewer’ conclusion 
the author has the rights to present the argument answer to 
the Edition and the paper can be forwarded to another review 
or to the Editorial Board decision. 

12. The final solution on paper’s publication is doing by the 
Chief Editor and when necessary – by the Editorial Board. 

13. In case of positive conclusion the Chief Editor is 
determining the publication date in dependence on the journal 
numbers’ topics. 

14. The reviews are saving in the Edition and the Publishing 
House during 5 years. 

15. The Edition is obliged to present the reviews’ copies 
to the Ministry of Education and Science under the relevant 
request.

16. No obligations are regarding to the publication periods. 

Review form
To the Edition of the scientific journal 

“Russian competition law and economy”

REVIEW

I (Family name) recommend publishing in the scientific journal “Russian competition law and economy” 
The article (title) 
Authors (list)

REVIEW TEXT

Reviewer’s data: Family name, scientific and academic degree, organization, position.
Contacts: E-mail; tel; fax; post address
Reviewer’s signature

Reviewer’s guidelines

Dear colleague!

Presenting the review to the paper forwarded to the Journal “Russian competition law and economy”, you conclude that under 
your opinion the given paper is satisfied (or not) the publication. 

The review volume is wholly under your decision but we hope it will contain all the required and objective information 
nevertheless on volume. 

The Edition is guarantees that your family and even the fact of your recommendations will not be open. 
In the case when some comments or remarks to the reviewed paper will be forwarded to the Edition later on, you will be 

informed upon your willingness. 
The Edition will be thankful to your comments and suggestions regarding Journal work by emailing to: journal@dex.ru.
The Edition of Journal “Russian competition law and economy” is greatly thatkful to you for collaboration.


